
Summary: Proposal to purchase a modern SPARC system for developers

Personnel: Project Manager, Matt Turner <mattst88@gentoo.org>

Project Description: Gentoo’s SPARC port has historically relied on only one or two Sun Fire 
T2000 servers hosted at OSUOSL. The T2000 reached end-of-life in November 2009 [1] and at 
least two of these machines Gentoo/SPARC has relied on have now failed. Replacing broken 
T2000s with more T2000s seems unproductive at this point, given their age and speed relative to 
more recent SPARC hardware.

Without stable hardware, the Gentoo/SPARC port will continue to rely on one community 
contributor to handle architecture testing, and release media will be created only rarely.

Objectives: To purchase and install a more modern and reliable SPARC server at OSUOSL that 
will allow the Gentoo/SPARC port to thrive once again.

This proposal requests funding to purchase a more modern SPARC server, either with a T4 CPU 
(released 2011) or a T5 CPU (released 2013), depending on the budget the Trustees think is 
reasonable for such an endeavor.

Name CPU RAM Disk Size Links Price

SPARC T5-2
Datasheet

2x 16-core 
3.6 GHz T5 

512GB 
DDR3

2x 600GB 3U (comes 
with rails)

eBay $3320

SPARC T5-2
Datasheet

2x 16-core 
3.6 GHz T5 

256GB 
DDR3

2x 600GB 3U (comes 
with rails)

eBay $3000

SPARC T4-2
Datasheet

2x 8-core 
2.85 GHz T4

128GB 
DDR3

2x 300GB 3U (comes 
with rails)

eBay $1650

SPARC T4-1
Datasheet

1x 8-core 
2.85 GHz T4

64GB DDR3 2x 300GB 2U (comes 
with rails)

eBay $700

Alternatives: I am not proposing purchasing anything newer than a T5 due to price. Oracle servers 
containing the next generation T7/M7 CPUs are listed for $15,000 to $25,000 on eBay (and a T7-2 
motherboard with CPUs sold for $5,000).

In 2017 I contacted a developer working for Oracle who has contributed to glibc and asked if 
Oracle could possibly donate hardware to the Gentoo Foundation. He said that he would look into it
since he knew that Oracle was donating hardware to the GCC Compile Farm and to Debian, but 
after a few emails he stopped replying. I don’t see evidence of such machines on either the GCC 
Compile Farm's machine list or Debian's developer machine list so I do not believe pursuing this 
avenue further is worthwhile.

Logistics: I am located in Hillsboro, Oregon which is a little under a 2-hour drive from Oregon 
State University. If this proposal is accepted, the server could either be shipped directly to OSUOSL
or if needed to me for delivery to OSUOSL after the machine is set up and running Gentoo.

I have no problem purchasing and paying for the server with my personal eBay/PayPal accounts. It 
is just a matter for the Foundation to decide whether there is a simpler way for the Foundation to 
purchase the server directly, rather than reimbursing me.

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun_Fire_T2000
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